Abstract. Oriented to the social network and media such as micro-blog, this paper presents a constructing way of user interest model. Based on the date whether user participated or not, user interest was divided into participated part and not-participated part. Instead of gaining friends' interests and then considering the immediate effect towards user's interest, the influence of friends' interests take effects through the long-term friends-generated user-participated data explicitly and the short-term friends-generated user-not participated data implicitly. Forgetting mechanism helped modelling the user interest drift. Simulated experiments verify the proposed user interest modelling method is effective and the not participated data plays a more important role than the participated data.
Introduction
With the development of social platforms, people are more likely to gain information through the ways of active following and passive accepting in the platforms than input the search term into the search engine. Aimed at improving the user satisfaction index, user interest has become a basic module of the social platforms [1] . Except the explicit interest like tags defined by users and user profiles, platforms gain the potential and dynamic interests of users by mining the log history, operational behaviours of users and their friends.
Getting user interest has become the precondition of satisfying the users' personalized information needs. Social platforms have their own user interest model frameworks and extract valuable information from the mass data. Current frameworks obey the rules: i. Construct the user interest using user profiles and log history, ii. Combine the friends' interest with the user interest to get real interest approximately. However, considering the friends' influence by directly combining their interest is ignorance toward the different effects of various types of friends' logs. The logs that user participated can reflect user's interest and the logs that user hadn't participated may reflect user's interest in a different way.
In this paper, we model users' interests in a novel framework consisting of participated interest and not participates interest. The participated interest is based on the logs with user's actions. Longterm accumulated participated interest can indicate stable user interest. The not participated interest is based on the logs produced by friends and without user's actions. Short-term not participated interest can indicate friends' interests and the focus of user community. Based on microblog dataset, experiments show that models under the proposed framework work better than under the traditional framework in terms of predicting user real-time interest. Meanwhile, not participated interest occupies a greater proportion than participated interest.
Related Work
Mining user interest has become one of the research hotspots in the field of social network and media. Researchers obtain and analyze users' behaviors and contents, then predict user interest through presenting and modeling the user interest.
The general approach [2] keeps a single window observing the changing contexts which can induce the drifts of target concepts, updates contents of the window as time goes by, and adjusts the size of window dynamically according to the system's behaviour such as the extent and rate of concept drift. The paper [3] thinks that fixed interval window is unsuitable to the long simulations and then uses the sliding time windows. Whether the window length is adequate or not is depending on the specific system and detected data features. It uses the multiple sliding time windows to detect data feature and recognize types of features. The paper [4] proposed a method to maximise the classification accuracy on recent data by detecting concept drift and optimizing the size of the time window. The method can be used with learning algorithms like KNN, ID3 and NBC. Aiming at the problem of user interest drift and user profile optimization, the paper [5] uses classification errorrate to track user interest drift and optimizes time window size automatically with user profile. The paper [6] proposed a user interest model based on forgetting mechanism. Short Term Interest Models (STIM)and Long Term Interest Models (LTIM) describe user's interests with weak and strong stability individually. The forgetting functions are exponential functions and the exponential parts control the forgetting rate. The authors adopt three strategies to determine the size of window when modelling short term interest. All posts of users are adopted as the foundation of LTIM and various weights are allocated to the posts. STIM and LTIM adopt different forgetting formulas. Aiming at recommending appropriate microblogs to users, the paper [7] proposed an approach which can integrate long term and short term interest based on LDA model seamlessly. It infers the user's interest vector and sorts the new published microblogs by matching the microblogs with user's recent interest vector.
The frameworks of user interest models mentioned above, either construct the user's interest merely on user generated content, or combine user's interest vector with friends' interest vector to get a new interest vector of user according to the social relationship. They take no further steps to analysewhether those friends generated and user participated content exert the same effects on the user interest as those friends generated and user not participated content do. This paper proposes a novel user interest model framework based on participated interest and not participated interest, and tests the time window-based models and forgetting mechanism-based models respectively in the existing interest model framework and proposed novel interest model framework.
Representation and Modeling of User Interest
The logs history which user generated is mined to model user interest initially, and the not participated data generated by user's friends recently is taken into consideration with the forgetting mechanism as an extra effect on the modeling of user interest.
User Interest Model Framework
The existing user interest models are mainly based on the data of user behaviors including browse, comment, retweet and tweet and so on. And the data generated by friends is used to produce the friends' interests which have an impact on user's interest through the relationship network as given in Equation 1 and shown in Figure 1(a) .µ is the proportion of user's initial interest and (1-µ) is the proportion of friends' initial interests. ω k means the interest influence weight of kth friend on user.
User's interest and friends' interests are generated separately with the history data. The ultimate user interest makes use of friends' interests directly in the interest layer. This type of user interest almost relies on participated content and ignores the not participated content. It considers the common parts of user generated content and friend generated content twice. Actually, the not participated content occupies a larger proportion than the participated content in the platforms, and has some impact on the user interest drift. Therefore, we propose a user interest model based on the participated data and not participated data as given in Equation 2 and shown in Figure 1 
Microblog user interest model consists of four parts: log preprocessing, log classification, user interest generation and user interest updating. The structure is shown in Figure 2 . 
Representation of User Interest
Distinguished from the topic extraction of traditional long texts, we adopt LDA topic model mining the topic distributions of logs. The accumulation of topic distributions forms the user interest vector.
LDA Topic Model
To obtain the topic of micro blog text, researchers adopt LDA and its modified models [8] . The topic distributions of original micro blogs can be directly used to reflect the interest of user. The topic distributions of derived micro blogs like the comment micro blogs cannot be used directly for the lack of information caused by shorter texts. As given in Equation 3 , the topic distribution of a derived microblog should be replaced with the combination of its own initial topic distribution and the topic distribution of its original microblog. (w 1 , …,w k ) is a topic distribution of a microblog.
User Interest Vector
The representations of user interest have three types: based on keywords, based on concept and conceptual hierarchies, and semantic based approaches [9] . Here python package jiebais adopted to extract the keywords of user generated content. The user interest is mapped into the topic vector space with the approach based on concept and conceptual hierarchies. As given in Equation 4 , participated logs include the original blogs, retweet blogs and comment blogs while not participated logs include the blogs generated by friends without users' behaviors.
Modeling of User Interest

Time Window-Based User Interest Model
User interest models based on time window follow the ideas that only recent data can reflect user's interest, a time window is set to observe the recent data and the data before the window should be abandoned. As given in Equation 5, W represents (w 1 , …,w k ), t denotes the micro blog's time attribute, T means the current time and ∆T denotes the size of time window.
Forgetting Mechanism-Based User Interest Model
User interest models based on forgetting mechanism follow the ideas that human interests wane as time goes by, forgetting speed slows down gradually and the accumulated interests become more stable [6] . As given in Equation 6 and 7, t denotes the micro blog's time attribute, T means the current time and F(t, T) denotes the function satisfying the features of Ebbinghaus forgetting curve [10] .
Considering that in different topics or fields, a single friend affects the user to various extents with different probabilities. We denote the interest influence probability as IIP(user, friend, T) as given in Equation 8 . F(t, T)is used to reduce the weight of micro blog. And IIP(user, friend, T) is set to be 0.01 as a minimum threshold for each topic if user takes no actions toward friend's generated content.
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Evolution of User Interest
Dynamic user interest models perform better than static user interest models at predicting user's real time interests. Forgetting mechanism takes effect in the topic distributions and interest influence probability. A hybrid model based on time window and forgetting mechanism is given in Equation  9 .
And the hybrid model in the proposed user interest framework is given in Equation 10 . The effect of not participated content is temporary and potential. As shown in Equation 10 , the forgetting of not participated interest is quicker than participated interest.
ି∆ழ୲ழ IIP(user, friend, T) (10)
Experiments and Results
We use the Micro blog dataset crawled from October 2015 to March 2016. We select out the users whose Chinese characters text proportion is over 95% as the seeds. The logs and profiles of those users and their friends are chosen to form the final dataset. The statistical information of the final dataset can be seen from table 1. We analyze the 218486 logs in October and find there are 142956 original logs of seed users, 9727 logs that seed users retweet or reply to strangers, 20961 logs that seed users retweet or reply to their friends. In fact, the number of logs generated by friends is 44842 that mean the participated data occupies 46.7% proportion and 53.3% is the not participated data. As the number of users' concerned relationship increases, the proportion of not participated data grows higher. Several parameters of LDA model need to be determined including topic number K, iterations, alpha and beta. Xing Wei and W. Bruce Croft find that retrieval results are not sensitive to the values of alpha and beta [11] . We adopt the common settings that alpha equals to 50/K and beta equals to 0.01. We test with different values of K to find the optimal K value. Iterations is set to be 500 in order to gain a good topic model with less time. η in Eq.3 is set to be 0.6 or 0.8. And µ in Eq.10 is to be set from 0 to 1, 0.1increments each time. We set H in Eq.7 to be 8 hours and find the optimal λ is 0.7 after testing λ from 0.2 to 0.9 with 0.1 increments each time. Experiments contain three models in two frameworks as shown in table 2. Table 2 . Experiments Model Setting.
Framework
Sequence Model Equations
Existing user interest model framework as shown in Fig.1(a) (1)
Model based on time window Eq.1, Eq.5 (2) Model based on forgetting mechanism Eq.1, Eq.6 We adopt the precision of interest prediction to evaluate the results of experiments. Ranking the topics with user interest distribution and the topics with microblog topic distribution separately, and then calculate the top topic of microblogs' score in the user's top-k interests as given in Equation 11 and 12. Mid is the identifier of microblog.
With the settings above and ∆T = 3 days, top-k = 3, we get average scores of models corresponding to different topic number K as shown in Figure 4 . We can see the optimal topic number is 20 and the average score starts to decrease once the topic number K is over 20. It verifies again that excessive topics are not suitable for short text like microblog. Compared the results of model 1,2,3 with model 4,5,6, we find that the models under the proposed framework based on participated and not participated interest perform better than the models under the existing framework. Under topic number K=20, model 4 has a 4.4% increment comparing with model 1,model 5 has a 6.1% increment comparing with model 2,model 6 has a 5.13% increment comparing with model 3.
With the changed settings and optimal topic number K=20, we get scores of models corresponding to different values of parameter µ as shown in Figure 5 . We can see that model 4,5 and 6 perform better than model 1,2,and 3. The optimal value of µ is different to six models. As a whole, the optimal values of µ for models in the proposed framework are bigger than those in the existing framework. The scores of models decrease monotonically once µ is over the optimal value. The optimal value of µ is less than 0.4 which means the not participated interest plays a more important role than the participated interest in predicting user's real time interest. It shows that not participated data generated by friends recently can reflect the hotspots of user community in a certain extent and give rise to the drift of user interest. 
Conclusion and Expectation
Aiming at the problem of predicting the real-time interest of user, this paper proposes a user interest model based on the participated data and the not participated data. Experiments show that user interest models in proposed framework perform better than those in traditional framework. Existing methods mainly rely on the participated data but the results of experiments find that the not participated data plays a more important role. In further research work, we will concentrate on optimizing the size of time window dynamically and recommending useful information to users with their real-time interests. 
